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Although protein identification by matching tandem mass spectra (MS/MS) against protein databases is a
widespread tool in mass spectrometry, the question about reliability of such searches remains open. Absence of
rigorous significance scores in MS/MS database search makes it difficult to discard random database hits and
may lead to erroneous protein identification, particularly in the case of mutated or post-translationally modified
peptides. This problem is especially important for high-throughput MS/MS projects when the possibility of
expert analysis is limited. Thus, algorithms that sort out reliable database hits from unreliable ones and identify
mutated and modified peptides are sought. Most MS/MS database search algorithms rely on variations of the
Shared Peaks Count approach that scores pairs of spectra by the peaks (masses) they have in common. Although
this approach proved to be useful, it has a high error rate in identification of mutated and modified peptides.
We describe new MS/MS database search tools, MS-CONVOLUTION and MS-ALIGNMENT, which implement the
spectral convolution and spectral alignment approaches to peptide identification. We further analyze these
approaches to identification of modified peptides and demonstrate their advantages over the Shared Peaks
Count. We also use the spectral alignment approach as a filter in a new database search algorithm that reliably
identifies peptides differing by up to two mutations/modifications from a peptide in a database.
Database search in mass spectrometry has been very
successful in protein identification. The experimental
spectrum can be compared with typical spectra for
each peptide in a database and the peptide with the
best fit usually provides the sequence of the experi-
mental peptide (Eng et al. 1994; Mann and Wilm 1994;
Taylor and Johnson 1997; Fenyo et al. 1998; Clauser et
al. 1999). However, these methods are not mutation
tolerant and are not effective for detecting types and
sites of sequence variations (Gatlin et al. 2000). Iden-
tification of modified peptides is an even more chal-
lenging problem. Almost all protein sequences are
post-translationally modified, and as many as 200
types of covalent modifications of amino acid residues
are known (Gooley and Packer 1997). Although the
sites of some post-translational modifications can be
predicted from DNA sequences (Blom et al. 1999), ex-
perimental verification of post-translational modifica-
tions will remain an open problem even after the hu-
man genome is completely sequenced. It raises a chal-
lenging computational problem for the post-genomic
era: Given a very large collection of spectra represent-
ing the human proteome, which of 200 types of modi-
fications are present in each human gene?
The computational analysis of modified peptides
was pioneered by Mann and Wilm (1995) and Yates et
al. (1995a).
The Peptide Sequence Tag approach (Mann and
Wilm 1994) was successful in many applications
(Shevchenko et al. 1997), but no information about
the limitations and error rates of this approach for mu-
tation-tolerant MS/MS search is available. Yates et al.
(1995a) suggested an exhaustive search approach, that
is, to (implicitly) generate a virtual database of all
modified peptides for a small set of modifications and
to match the spectrum against this virtual database.
This method was recently applied to the identification
of sequence variations in human hemoglobins using
SEQUEST-SNP software (Gatlin et al. 2000). However,
Yates et al. (1995a) noted that it leads to a large com-
binatorial problem, even for a small set of modification
types, and they indicated that extending this approach
to a larger set of modifications is an open problem.
Pevzner et al. (2000) proposed a new approach to
modification-tolerant database search that automati-
cally reveals peptide modifications without the need to
generate all possible modified peptides and compare
them with the spectrum in a case-by-case fashion. In
fact, this approach does not need any prior knowledge
of the types of modifications under study.
Given a MS/MS database search algorithm, how
could we estimate its error rates? It is clear that the
error rates of existing MS/MS database search algo-
rithms are small for good spectra but grow fast with
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firmed by the fact that up to 60% of spectra acquired in
an automated regime cannot be matched against data-
bases even in the case of completely sequenced ge-
nomes like yeast. The difficulties in interpreting these
spectra may come either from the fact that a significant
portion of peptides have poor fragmentation or from
the fact that a large portion of peptides are modified
and, thus, are missed by conventional database search
algorithms.
Despite widespread use of MS/MS database search
algorithms, we are unaware of any attempts to estimate
their error rates depending on the quality of analyzed
spectra. Moreover, it is not clear how to make such an
estimate as there is no simple experimental method to
confirm that an analyzed peptide corresponds to a pep-
tide from the database. To estimate the error rate of an
MS/MS database search one should have a collection of
peptides and their mass spectra of a given quality, ana-
lyze the mass spectra via database search, and find the
portion of incorrect predictions. This is an unrealistic
experiment because the only reliable method to infer
the sequences of peptides is MS/MS database search
itself, a “Catch 22”. In addition, it is not feasible to
generate experimental spectra of a given quality.
We have designed a computational protocol to es-
timate the error rates in MS/MS database search and to
study the problem: What is the threshold for spectrum
quality that leads to erroneous peptide identification
by database search algorithms? We further compare
the efficiency of the Shared Peaks Count, spectral con-
volution, and spectral alignment for MS/MS database
search for both experimental and simulated spectra. In
a difference from the Shared Peaks Count, spectral con-
volution and spectral alignment do not require genera-
tion of virtual database of all modifications while com-
paring a spectrum of a modified peptide against a da-
tabase. This advantage of spectral alignment and
spectral convolution approaches comes with a tradeoff
in the accuracy of its scoring function that is somewhat
lower than the accuracy of advance scoring functions
like ones in SEQUEST (Eng et al. 1994), MS-Tag
(Clauser et al. 1999), and SHERENGA (Dancik et al.
1999). Below, we describe how to combine the advan-
tages of the spectral alignment with advantages of the
algorithms using advanced scoring functions.
For a large peptide database, MS/MS search algo-
rithms produce some random hits while matching
spectra of modified peptides. These random hits dis-
guise the real similarities and increase the error rate of
the database search.
However, our tests revealed that even in the case
when the correct solution is not the one with the high-
est score, it is among very few high-scoring peptides.
This suggests a new two-stage approach to MS/MS da-
tabase search. At the first filtration stage, the spectral
alignment is used as a filter to identify t top-scoring
peptides in the database, where t is chosen in such a
way that it is almost guaranteed that a correct hit is
present among the top t hits. These top t hits form a
small database of candidate peptides subject to further
analysis at the second stage. Although the spectral
alignment is sometimes unable to distinguish which
among t top-scoring peptides is the correct one, more
accurate scoring functions (like scoring functions in
SEQUEST, MS-Tag, and SHERENGA) can be used at the
second verification stage to find the correct hit. At the
verification stage each of these t peptides can be mu-
tated (as suggested by spectral alignment) and com-
pared against the experimental spectrum by an accu-
rate scoring scheme. This approach is conceptually
similar to the Yates et al. (1995a) “virtual database”
approach. However, instead of exhaustive generation
of all possible mutations and modifications which of-
ten makes the virtual database approach infeasible, our
filtration procedure reduces the size of the database to
a few hundred candidate peptides.
Estimating the Error Rates in MS/MS
Database Search
Let A be an algorithm that scores a spectrum S against
a peptide P from a database by assigning scores A(S; P ).
How can we estimate the error rate of A while search-
ing a database for high-scoring peptides? Given a da-
tabase of peptides {P1,...,Pk} and their corresponding
spectra {S1,..., Sk} we say that the algorithm A cor-
rectly reconstructs Pi by spectrum Si if
ASi,Pi = max
1ik
ASi,Pj
that is, the algorithm A assigns the highest score to
peptide Pi and scores Si against the database {P1,...,
Pk}. The error rate of A is defined as the portion of
incorrect reconstructions, that is, the cases when spec-
tra are matched against wrong peptides.
To test our algorithms, we simulate a database of
peptides, induce k mutations in each peptide in this
database, simulate typical tandem mass spectra for the
mutated peptides, and search these spectra against the
original (nonmutated) database. The percentage of cor-
rectly matched peptides in this search characterizes the
efficiency of k-mutation-tolerant MS/MS database
search.
This approach requires simulations of typical
(theoretical) spectra. The offset frequency function, in-
troduced in Dancik et al. (1999), allows one to simulate
realistic spectra according to probabilities of different
ion types. For testing purposes we restrict the number
of masses in the spectra and limit our analysis to b- and
y-ions only (minor ions have only a minor effect in our
simulations). Some MS/MS database search applica-
tions take into account as many as 200 of the highest
MS/MS Database Search for Modified Peptides
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al. (1999) demonstrated that taking into account >5n
(n is the peptide length) highest intensity masses
hardly makes sense, because the signal in the remain-
ing low intensity masses is indistinguishable from
noise. Moreover, the signal corresponding to b- and
y-ions is mainly limited to the first 2n high intensity
masses (Dancik et al. 1999). Following these results, we
generate theoretical spectra with the number of masses
equal to twice the peptide length. Among them, 2np
masses correspond to randomly chosen b- and y-ions
whereas the remaining 2n(1  p) masses are chosen
randomly to simulate noise. The spectrum with quality
p = 1 contains no noise (Fig. 1), whereas the spectrum
with quality p = 0 is made up of noise entirely. For
simplicity, we also ignore the intensities associated
with these masses (although the intensities can be eas-
ily incorporated in our algorithms).
Although mass spectrometrists routinely use the
term “spectrum quality,” there is no standard agree-
ment on how to define this notion. Define pb = qb/n
and py = qy/n as the frequencies of b-ions and y-ions
correspondingly (qb and qy are the numbers of b- and
y-ions of peptide P in spectrum S, and n is the length of
the peptide P ). We choose p =( pb + py) / 2 to represent
the spectrum quality in our simulations, and we often
assume pb = py. This parameter does not reflect the
presence of minor ions (like b  H2O). To account for
minor ions one can use the correlation between experi-
mental spectrum S and theoretical spectrum S(P)o f
peptide P and define the spectrum quality as
|S(P)∩S|
|S| . The
Backbone Cleavage Score (BCS) is another spectrum
quality parameter defined as
qb∪y
n (qb∪y is the number
of positions i in a peptide for which either bi or yi ion
is present). Although BCS sometimes is used to repre-
sent spectrum quality, we are not satisfied with BCS
score as it does not discriminate between the case
when both bi and yi ions are present and the case when
only one of them is present.
Algorithms for Peptide Identification Problem
Shared Peaks Count
A match between spectrum S and peptide P is the num-
ber of masses that the experimental spectrum S and the
theoretical spectrum of peptide P have in common. Let
D be a database of peptides and k be a parameter (num-
ber of mutations/modifications). Let D
k be a database
of all peptides that are at most k mutations/
modifications apart from the peptides in D. We view
D
k as a “virtual” database because it is usually so large
that generation of D
k is an infeasible task. We study the
following “peptide identification problem”: Given a
database of peptides D, spectrum S, and parameter k,
find a peptide in D
k whose theoretical spectrum has a
maximal match to spectrum S.
For the sake of simplicity, we represent a spectrum
S as a set of integers, corresponding to masses of frag-
ment ions and ignore the intensities of the fragment
ions (see above). Of course, real spectra are not integer,
but we assume that scaling (e.g., multiplying all masses
by 10) and rounding has been done already. Mass spec-
trometrists usually refer to masses as peaks, because
every mass corresponds to an intensity peak in the ex-
perimental spectrum. Following this terminology we
denote the number of masses that two spectra have in
common as the Shared Peaks Count or SPC. Figure 1
presents three spectra S1, S2, and S3 with SPC(S1, S2)=5 ;
SPC(S2, S3)=6a n dSPC(S1, S3) = 2. Most existing data-
base search programs are based on the SPC between the
experimental and theoretical spectra. SPC is, of course,
an intuitive measure of spectral similarity. However,
this measure diminishes very quickly as the number of
mutations increases thus leading to limitations in de-
tecting similarities in MS/MS database search.
Spectral Convolution
Let S1 and S2 be two spectra. Following Pevzner et al.
(2000) we define the spectral convolution as a multiset
of integers S2  S1 ={ s2  S1 : s1 ∈ S1,s2 ∈ S2}. Figure
2, a and b, shows the elements of this multiset in the
form of a difference matrix. We define (S2  S1)(x)a sa
multiplicity of an integer x in the set S2  S1, that is,
the number of pairs s1 ∈ S1, s2 ∈; S2 such that s2 
S1 = x. We view spectral convolution as both a multiset
S2  S1 and a function S2  S1(x). The elements of
S2  S1 with high multiplicity correspond to peaks in
the spectral convolution (S2  S1)(x). If M(P) is the par-
ent mass of peptide P with the spectrum S, then S
R =
M(P)  S ={ M(P)  s : s ∈ S} is the reverse spectrum of S.
The reverse spectral convolution (S2  S1
R)(x) is the num-
ber of pairs s1 ∈ S1,s2 ∈ S2 such that s2 + s1  M(P) = x.
Peaks in the spectral convolution of experimental
and theoretical spectra allow one to detect mutations/
modifications without an exhaustive search. If peptide
P2 differs from peptide P1 by the only mutation/
Figure 1 Theoretical spectra of peptides PRTEIN, PRTEYN (one
mutation), and PWTEYN (two mutations), representing masses
of all b- and y-ions in the corresponding peptides. Shared masses
between spectra of mutated peptides and the original spectrum
(p = 1) are indicated by dashed lines.
Pevzner et al.
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then the spectral convolution of their spectra
(S2  S1)(x) is expected to have two approximately
equal peaks at x = 0 and x = . The other set of correla-
tions between the spectra of mutated peptides is cap-
tured by the reverse spectral convolution S2  S1
R, re-
flecting the pairings of N-terminal and C-terminal
ions. S2  S1
R(x) is expected to have two peaks at the
same positions 0 and . The spectral and the reverse
spectral convolutions can be combined by introducing
a multiset S:
S = S2  S1 ∪ S2  S1
R
Pevzner et al. (2000) further introduce the shift function
Fx =
1
2
Sx + S − x
Figure 2 (a) Elements of the spectral convolution S2  S1 represented as elements of a difference
matrix. (S1 and S2 are theoretical spectra of peptides PRTEIN and PRTEYN, correspondingly, differing by
a single mutation). The elements with multiplicity >2 are shown in color, and the elements with
multiplicity equal to 2 are shown in circles. The high multiplicity element 0 (red) corresponds to shared
masses between these spectra, while another high multiplicity element 50 (green) corresponds to the
shift of masses by  = 50 due to mutation I → Y in PRTEIN (the mass of I is 113, and the mass of Y is
163). The SPC takes into account only the red entries in this matrix while the spectral convolution (for
k = 1) takes into account both red and green entries, thus providing better peptide identification. (b)
Same as a for the case of two mutations in peptide PRTEIN : R → W with 1 =3 0a n dI → Y with 2 =5 0
(the mass of R is 156, and the mass of W is 186). Again, SPC takes into account only red entries. (c, d)
Spectral alignment. Black lines represent the paths for k = 0 with similarity score (D(0) = 5 in c, and
D(0) = 2 in d); red lines represent the paths for k =1( D(1) = 8 in c,a n dD(1) = 5 in d); blue line in d
represents the path for k =2( D(2) = 7). The Shared Peaks Count reveals only D(0) matching peaks on
the main diagonal, while spectral alignment reveals more hidden similarities between spectra and
detects the corresponding mutations. Mutations/modifications are detected by jumps between the
diagonals, for example,. spectral alignment with k = 1 detects a mutation with amino acid mass dif-
ference  =5 0i nc and a mutation with amino acid mass difference 1 =3 0i nd. Alignment with k =2
detects a second mutation with amino acid mass difference 2 =5 0i nd.
MS/MS Database Search for Modified Peptides
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highest peaks of the shift function F(x). SIMk(S1,S2)i s
an estimate of the similarity between spectra S1 and S2
under the assumption that the corresponding peptides
are k mutations or modifications apart.
Figure 1 shows that in the case of a single mutation
the Shared Peaks Count captures roughly half of the
correlations between spectra, and in the case of two
mutations, peptide spectra may have only few or no
shared masses. The value of the shift function at x =0
(corresponding Shared Peaks Count) decreases signifi-
cantly for k = 1 and almost disappears for k = 2 (Fig. 3).
On the other hand, the spectral convolution takes into
account multiple peaks and captures the similarity be-
tween spectra even when the Shared Peaks Count does
not (bold bars in Fig. 3). Thus, the efficiency of data-
base search improves dramatically when the shift func-
tion is used instead of the Shared Peaks Count.
To test the spectral convolution approach, we gen-
erate a small peptide database, induce k mutations in
each database peptide, simulate typical tandem mass
spectra for the mutated peptides, and search these
spectra against the original (nonmutated) database.
Figure 4 summarizes the statistics of errors in these
computational experiments and convincingly demon-
strates the advantages of the spectral convolution over
the Shared Peaks Count.
Spectral Alignment
Define a spectral product A  B of spectra A ={ a1,
...,an}and B ={ b1,...,bm}a sa nan  bm two-
dimensional matrix with nm 1s corresponding to all
pairs of indices (ai, bj) and remaining elements being
zeroes. A  B is a sparse matrix and the number of 1s
at the main diagonal of this matrix describes the
Shared Peaks Count between spectra A and B. The
-shifted Peaks Count [corresponding to (A  B)()i n
spectral convolution] is the number of 1s on the diago-
nal (i, + ). The limitation of the spectral convolution
is that it considers diagonals separately without com-
bining them into feasible mutation scenarios. Follow-
ing Pevzner et al. (2000) the k-similarity D(k) between
spectra is defined as the maximum number of 1s on a
path through the spectral matrix that uses at most
k + 1 diagonals. k-optimal spectral alignment is defined
as a path using these k + 1 diagonals. Because shifts
between diagonals correspond to mutations or modi-
fications in the peptide, D(k) estimates the similarity
between spectra A and B under the assumption that
they are k mutations/modifications apart. Figure 2 (c,d)
illustrates that the spectral alignment allows one to
detect more and more subtle similarities between spec-
tra by increasing k. Below we describe a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm for spectral alignment.
Let Ai and Bj be the i-prefix of A and j-prefix of B,
correspondingly. Define Dij(k)a st h ek-similarity be-
tween Ai and Bj such that the last elements of Ai and Bj
are matched. In other words, Dij(k) is the maximum
number of 1s on a path to (Ai, Bj) that uses at most k +1
diagonals. We say that (i, j) and (i, j) are codiagonal if
ai  ai = bi  bi and that (i, j)i fi < i and j < j.T o
take care of the initial conditions, we introduce a fic-
titious element (0,0) with D0,0(k) = 0 and assume that
(0,0) is codiagonal with any other (i,j). The dynamic
programming recurrency for Dij(k)i s
Dijk = max
i,ji,j
Dijk + 1,
Dijk − 1 + 1,
if (i,j) and (i,j) are co-diagonal otherwise. The k-
similarity between A and B is given by D(k)=
maxijDij(k). The running time of the spectral alignment
algorithm can be reduced to O(n
2k).
Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for Mutation-Tolerant
Peptide Identification
The spectral alignment approach is conceptually dif-
ferent from the virtual database approach because it
does not rely on a prior knowledge of all possible types
of modifications. If the number of mutations and
modifications of interest is limited, we pro-
pose a branch-and-bound algorithm (Bush-
nell and Chen 1996) that is sometimes
more efficient and accurate than spectral
alignment for k = 2. This algorithm imple-
ments the Yates et al. (1995a,b) virtual da-
tabase approach efficiently using the in-
sights provided by the spectral alignment
idea. Below we describe this algorithm for
the mutations-only case and k =2 .
Let P be a peptide of mass M1 and let S
be a spectrum of an (unknown) peptide of
mass M2 that differs from P by two muta-
tions. For k = 2, the alignment between P
and S is given by a path that involves three
diagonals: 0, 1, and  = M2  M1, where 1
Figure 3 Shift function F(x) for simulated spectra of pairs of peptides differing by
zero, one, and two mutations. The similarity between mutated peptides is cap-
tured by multiple peaks in the shift function (indicated by bold bars).
Pevzner et al.
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searches for 1, preprocessing, restrictions on mass dif-
ferences of amino acids, and the branch-and-bound
approach significantly reduce its running time.
Consider a transformation of peptide P = p1,... ,pn
into a peptide
p1 ...pi−1pipi+1 ...pj−1pjpj+1 ...pn
that differs from P by mutations at positions i and j.I t
corresponds to a path in the alignment graph that uses
diagonal 0 for the first i  1 steps, switches to diagonal
1 = m(pi)  m(pi) for the intermediate j − i steps and
then switches to diagonal  = 1 + m(pj)  m(pj) for the
last n − j + 1 steps. The score for this path
is given by Score = Prefix(i  1) + Mid-
dle(i,j,1)+Suffix(j + 1) where Prefix(i  1)
is the precomputed score for the first (i 
1) steps on the 0-diagonal, Suffix(j +1 )i s
the precomputed score for the last (n  j +
1) steps on the -diagonal, and Mid-
dle(i,j,1) is the score for steps from i to j
on the 1 diagonal.
Middle(i,j,1) depends on (unknown)
1 and can be bounded by (precomputed)
Bound(1) equal to the total number of 1s
on the diagonal 1. The idea of using
Bound is to cut corners in the virtual data-
base by estimating scores and not explor-
ing variants with low estimated scores in
the branch-and-bound algorithm:
Branch-and-Bound Algorithm
Score = Prefixn
for i = 1, n
for j = i + 1, n
for pi = 1, 20
for pj = 1, 20
1 = mpi − mpi
2 = mpj − mpj
if 1 + 2 = 
if Prefixi + Bound1 + Suffixj
 SCORE
Score = max
Prefixi+ Middlei,j,1+ Suffixj
Score
The branch-and-bound algorithm can be
adjusted for the case of modification-
tolerant search for the expense of an in-
crease in running time because of a larger
alphabet of modifications. However, even
in the modification-tolerant mode, the
bound Bound() leads to a significantly
faster program than exhaustive genera-
tion of virtual database of modified pep-
tides (for 200 types of modifications, the
virtual database contains 10
6–10
7 entries per each pep-
tide in the real database).
RESULTS
To estimate the efficiency of MS/MS database search on
experimental spectra we used the sample of 36 anno-
tated spectra of yeast tryptic peptides from Dancik et
al. (1999) (Table 1). This sample contains 10 high qual-
ity spectra (p  0.4), 14 average quality spectra
(0.3 < p< 0.4), and 12 poor quality spectra (p  0.3).
These spectra were matched against the yeast protein
database (≈120,000 peptides of 14 amino acids average
Figure 4 The matching spectra of mutated peptides with peptides in a small
database (100 peptides) at different values of spectral quality p and number of
mutations k. The first two pair of plots describe matching with SIM1 and SIM2
similarity scores for k = 1 and k = 2 mutations. The third pair of plots describes
matching with the Shared Peaks Count (SPC). Crosses represent best matches, dots
represent second-best matches. A cross at position (i, i) on the main diagonal
represents the correct matching of spectra i and peptide i.
MS/MS Database Search for Modified Peptides
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k = 2 mutations. We also simulated a database of
10,000 peptides with typical frequencies of amino ac-
ids in human peptides, mutated every peptide in this
database, and generated a typical spectrum for every
peptide in the database of mutated peptides. We then
searched every spectrum (of mutated peptide) against
the database of (nonmutated) peptides. The length of
peptides was fixed to 15 amino acids, which is close to
the average length of tryptic peptides.
The efficiency of our mutation-tolerant database
search was tested for simulated spectra at different val-
ues of the spectral quality p and the number of muta-
tions k. The results for spectral convolution and spec-
tral alignment are presented in Figures 5 and 6, respec-
tively (MS-CONVOLUTION and MS-ALIGNMENT are
available by contacting Z.M.). The first plot in Figure 5
demonstrates that even for k = 0 the spectral convolu-
tion (in this case it is equivalent to the Shared Peaks
Count) leads to errors for poor quality spectra (p < 0.3),
and the error rate grows very fast as the spectrum qual-
ity falls below p = 0.2. Because many such spectra may
be present in high-throughput MS/MS projects, the re-
sults provide an explanation as to why many spectra in
such projects are hard to interpret. They also indicate
that interpretations of low quality spectra should be
taken with caution even for the no mutations/
modifications’ case. For p ≈ 0.5, the spectral convolu-
tion approach leads to nearly perfect predictions for
k = 1 and provides 70%–80% accurate peptide identifi-
Table 1. Matching Experimental Spectra against a Database of ≈120,000 Yeast Peptides with k = 1 and k = 2 Mutations
No. Peptide
Spectral
quality,
p
Rank in bound-and-branch
algorithm
Rank in spectral
alignment
Mutations Modifications Modifications
k=1 k=2 k=1 k=2 k=1 k=2
1 KYNLSDQMDFVK 0.58 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 LSDFLHVSSGSDEK 0.57 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 EVTAALENAAVGLVAGGK 0.56 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 SPPVYSDISR 0.55 1 3 1 >500 3 >500
5 TGLSALMSK 0.50 1 1 1 2 1 1
6 MFHVDVAR 0.50 1 1 1 190 1 >500
7 ATIDILHAK 0.44 1 1 1 1 1 2
8 HEHYLAYK 0.44 1 1 1 230 1 16
9 YVQNLANLATFFR 0.42 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 NQFDFVEGEISK 0.42 1 1 1 1 1 2
11 LDGIYVGIAPLVGK 0.39 1 1 1 1 1 4
12 LGLAPEGSK 0.39 1 1 1 8 7 5
13 LGWSLSFDA 0.39 1 1 1 1 1 3
14 AALQTYLPK 0.39 1 3 1 3 1 1
15 YLPDASSQVK 0.38 1 1 1 3 1 14
16 DTENGGEATFGGIDESK 0.38 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 IDSVSQLQNVAETTK 0.37 1 1 1 1 1 69
18 VLGAEEFPVQGEVVK 0.37 1 1 1 1 1 23
19 DTSHGEITLSAPYK 0.36 1 1 1 1 1 13
20 LEGVYSEIYK 0.35 1 3 2 3 1 1
21 IAYEIELGDGIPK 0.35 1 1 2 1 1 1
22 GAPEIDVLEGETDTK 0.33 1 1 1 1 1 3
23 GDLTSPDDMENAINESK 0.32 1 1 1 4 1 3
24 QDFAEATSEPGLTFAFGK 0.31 1 2 1 1 1 1
25 LFGDLNASNIDDDQR 0.30 1 2 1 5 1 125
26 DVDLIESMKDDIMR 0.29 1 2 1 17 1 20
27 LIPFLEYLATQQTK 0.29 2 13 3 6 7 284
28 LPNSNVNIEFATR 0.27 1 2 2 35 9 14
29 LFKPFLDPVTVSK 0.27 1 14 2 18 8 10
30 SPSALELQVHEIQGK 0.27 1 1 1 1 1 20
31 FYIINAPFGFSTAFR 0.27 1 1 1 1 1 1
32 TAPVSSTAGPQTASTSK 0.26 1 1 1 1 1 1
33 AHNGDLVNAIMSLSK 0.23 2 3 2 1 23 256
34 GSASGDLTFLASDSGEHK 0.22 1 2 1 1 1 124
35 DNQIYAIEKPEVFR 0.21 1 22 1 >500 29 445
36 KPENAETPSQTSQEATQ 0.15 3 >500 8 >500 286 >500
Matching is done by three methods: Mutation-tolerant branch-and-bound algorithm; modification-tolerant branch-and-bound al-
gorithm; and modification-tolerant spectral alignment algorithm. The table shows the ranks of the correct hits in the ranked list of
top-scoring hits (rank 1 corresponds to correct peptide identification).
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lution approach falls significantly for k > 2 and re-
mains below 70% even for ideal (p = 1) spectra. The
spectral alignment approach further improves the ac-
curacy of protein identification (Figure 6). For k =1 ,
spectral alignment leads to nearly perfect predictions
as soon as the quality of spectra exceeds p > 0.4. For
p ≈ 0.5, the spectral alignment provides 80%–90% ac-
curate peptide identification for k = 2. The accuracy of
spectral alignment for k = 3 improves significantly as
compared to spectral convolution but remains below
70% even for high quality spectra.
Table 1 shows the results of the spectral alignment
approach for the sample of experimental spectra and
reveals that most errors are associated either with short
peptides or with low quality spectra. It also confirms
that mutation-tolerant database search is an easier
Figure 5 Database search success rate of spectral convolution
approach with SIMk scores for the simulated spectra. A match is
successful if one of the indicated top-scored spectra matches a
correct peptide. The number shown next to a curve is the num-
ber of mutated amino acids k.
Figure 6 Database search success rate of spectral alignment
approach for the simulated spectra. A match is successful if one of
indicated top-scored spectra matches a correct peptide. The
number next to a curve is the number of mutated amino acids k.
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For k = 1, the mutation-tolerant branch-and-bound al-
gorithm makes no errors for high- and average-quality
spectra, whereas the modification-tolerant branch-
and-bound algorithm and spectral alignment make
two errors for high and average quality spectra. We
emphasize that the running time of the spectral con-
volution and the spectral alignment is not affected by
considering modifications instead of mutations. In
contrast, the running time of the branch-and-bound
algorithm increases in case of modifications, because
the alphabet of modifications is larger than the amino
acid alphabet.
Let S be a spectrum of quality p and let P be a
random (unrelated) peptide from a database. The spec-
trum S can match the peptide P just by chance and we
are interested in the probability that the score of this
match is above a threshold. If S has quality above p for
a random peptide P, then P causes an error in our
search algorithm. These random hits disguise the real
similarities and lead to an increase in the error rate of
the database search. The question then arises as to how
many random hits have a higher score than the correct
hit? In other words, what is the rank of the real hit in
the ranked list of all hits?
Figures 5 and 6 (bottom) suggest that even in the
case when the correct solution is not the highest scor-
ing one, it remains at the top of the list of high scoring
peptides. Figure 7 answers the question: “What is the
rank of the correct hit in the ranked list of top-scoring
database hits?”
Figure 7 Success rate of the spectral alignment approach as a
function of number of top scores at qualities p = 0.3 and p =0 . 5
of the simulated spectra. A match is considered correct if the
correct peptide is among t top scoring peptides in the database.
The database consists of 10,000 peptides.
Figure 8 The success rate of database search versus the num-
ber considered top- scoring while matching experimental sample
against yeast tryptic peptides database with (a) mutation-tolerant
branch-and-bound algorithm, (b) modification-tolerant branch-
and-bound algorithm, and (c) spectral alignment algorithm.
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tal spectra and demonstrates that the spectral align-
ment places correct peptides among the 500 top-
scoring peptides in most cases. The only exceptions are
spectra of very short peptides and low quality spectra.
Considering the mutations-only case reduces the
number of random hits and significantly improves the
accuracy of the mutation-tolerant algorithm as com-
pared with the modification-tolerant algorithm (Fig.
8). It justifies the two-stage filtration-and-verification
approach to mutation-tolerant protein identification.
At the first stage, the spectral alignment is used as a
filter to identify t top-scoring peptides in the database.
At the second stage each of these top-scoring peptides
is verified by a comparison against the spectrum using
a more accurate scoring function.
Conclusion
We described mutation-tolerant and modification-
tolerant database search approaches that are based on
spectral convolution, spectral alignment, and branch-
and-bound algorithms. The algorithms have been
tested on both experimental and simulated data and
proved to be efficient for identification of mutated and
modified peptides with up to two mutations/
modifications. An alternative to this method is de
novo interpretation followed by a BLAST-like database
similarity search as proposed by Taylor and Johnson
(1997) and Clauser et al. (1999). This approach gives
hope for mutation-tolerant searches but is unlikely to
succeed for modification-tolerant searches since de
novo reconstruction of modified peptides remains an
open problem.
A number of questions related to modification-
tolerant MS/MS database searches remain open. One of
them is the choice of parameter k (number of muta-
tions) that is not known in advance. We propose to run
MS-CONVOLUTION and MS-ALIGNMENT with a range of
k and analyze top-scoring peptides for each k. Our tests
indicate that the difference between the score of the
top-scoring and the second-scoring peptides may pro-
vide an insight for the choice of k. The correct k often
corresponds to the case when the gap in the scores of
two top-scoring peptides is relatively large (compare
with hikes in energy landscapes; Tiana et al. 2000).
However, this is an empirical rule and further statistical
analysis of MS/MS database search is needed.
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